Cry for Help
Computer Tips & Tricks
Group Computer Games
Remember games like Pictionary
where you used to test your artistry
skills against family & friends.
Well now there are digital versions of
this game and they are a lot of fun.
What you need is a TV attached to
your computer as the primary
machine. This is where the players
see the game played out.
Then, all the players need a mobile
phone (smart phone) - that is all the
hardware you need.
On the primary machine, start by
going to the jackboxgames.tv web
site, decide which game to buy,
download and install.
There are lots of games to choose
from, the Jackbox Party Pack has
some great games in it for $24.99
In this pack, a great game to start with
is DRAWFUL.
Once purchased – start the game on
your primary machine and you will be
given a 4 character ROOM code.
Then each player, on their phone,
opens up a browser, and goes to
jackbox.tv – they enter the ROOM
code provided, then enter their name,
and tap PLAY.
You are now connected and playing
the game. Once all the other players
have done the same, you are ready to
begin. Follow the instructions on your
phone and turn up the volume on the
TV so you hear the game feedback.
Each player then draws their own
avatar. The best way to learn what to
do is to actually play the game, so just
have a couple of practice goes. Don’t
get stuck over-thinking an answer, just
keep the game moving and you will
see what happens. You get points for
guessing correctly, and bonus points
for tricking your opponents.
Have fun & call us if you need help.
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